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Abst rac t - -Let  (z, w) c C x C ~ f(zff;) be a positive definite kernel and B a subset of C. In this 
paper, we seek conditions in order that the restriction (z, w) G B x 13 ~ f(z~5) be strictly positive 
definite. Since this problem has been solved recently in the cases in which B is either C or the unit 
circle in C, our purpose here is twofold: to present some results we obtained when attempting to 
solve the problem for the above and other choices of B and to acquaint the audience with some other 
questions that remain. For two different classes of subsets, we completely characterize the strict 
positive definiteness of the kernel. We include a complete discussion of the ease in which B is the 
unit circle of C, making a comparison with the classical problem of strict positive definiteness on the 
real circle. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Posit ive definite kernels have been widely used in a var iety of prob lems in many areas of math-  
emetics.  Recently,  they have at t rac ted  the at tent ion  of people working in approx imat ion  theory  
and spherical  analysis, as one can confirm looking at references [1-5], the books, and references 
therein.  
The most  general definit ion of posit ive def initeness i as follows. Let X be a nonempty  set. A 
kernel (z, w)  C X × X ~-~ f (z ,  w) E C is said to be pos i t ive  def in i te  if for every posit ive integer n 
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and every list Zl, z2, . . . ,  z,~ of distinct points of X, the quadratic form over C 
~-~ %~f(z , ,  z~) (1.1) 
p=l  ~=1 
is nonnegative. A positive definite kernel (z, w) E X x X ~ f(z,  w) E C is termed strictly positive 
definite of order n when the matrix ( f (z , ,  zu)) is positive definite for any choice of the distinct 
points zl, z2, . . . ,  z~ in X. It is termed strictly positive definite when it is strictly positive definite 
of all orders. The basic theory of the positive definite and related kernels is to be found in [6,7] 
and references therein. The terminology strict positive definiteness on X will refer to the strict 
positive definiteness of positive definite kernels of the form (z, w) E X x X ~ f(z,  w) E C. 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with continuous positive definite kernels of the form 
(z,w) E X x X ~ f({z,w}) in which (X,(.,.}) is an inner product space. The continuity 
assumption will be not needed in some places in the paper while it is automatic in others. For 
complex inner product spaces of dimension at least three, it has been shown in [8] that a kernel 
(z, w) E X x X ~ f((z,  w}) is positive definite if and only if f is representable in the form 
f (z)  = E ak,l(f)zkSl' ak,l(f) > O, (1.2) 
k,lEZ+ 
the series converging for all z E C. For real inner product spaces of dimension at least two, 
Lu and Sun [9] showed that (z,w) E X x X ~ f ( (z ,w))  is positive definite if and only if f is 
representable as 
oo 
f(t) = ~-~ ak(f)t k, ak(f) Z 0, (1.3) 
k=O 
the series converging for all t E N, that is, f is real entire with nonnegative Taylor coefficients. 
For such an f,  the function t C [0, ~)  ~-~ f ( - t )  is completely monotonic. This fact makes the 
proper connections between what we do here and Schoenberg's theory. In this connection we 
also refer the reader to Micchelli's classic paper [10] and also [11]. We observe that if f has the 
representation (1.2) then the corresponding kernel is positive definite on every complex inner 
product space. A similar remark holds for the functions having the other representation. 
With the above results at our disposal, it is natural to study the following question: given a 
nonempty subset B of the inner product space (X, (., .)), a function f as in either (1.2) or (1.3), 
depending on whether X is complex or real, and a positive integer n, find conditions in order 
that the restriction (z, w) E B x B ~ f(<z, w)) be strictly positive of order n. 
For a given function f as in (1.2) (respectively, (1.3)) it is convenient to write K( f )  = {(k, l ) :  
ak,~(f) > 0} (respectively, K( f )  = {k:  ak(f) > 0}). To the best of our knowledge, these are the 
cases for which a solution is available. 
(i) If X is a complex inner product space and B = X, then the kernel is strictly positive 
definite of all orders if and only if the set {k - I : (k,l) C K( f )}  contains the number 0 
and intersects, an infinite number of times, every arithmetic progression in Z [8]. By an 
arithmetic progression we mean a set of the form nZ + j := {nl + j : l E Z}, n E Z+, 
j - 1}. 
(ii) If X - C and B - f~2, the unit circle in C, then the kernel is strictly positive definite 
of all orders if and only if the set {k - 1 : (k, l) E K ( f )}  intersects, an infinite number of 
times, every arithmetic progression in Z [8]. 
(iii) If X is a real inner product space and B = X, then the kernel is strictly positive definite 
of all orders if and only if the set K( f )  contains 0 plus infinitely many even and infinitely 
many odd integers [12]. The condition is the same when X = ]R and B is an interval 
symmetric with respect o 0. 
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(iv) If X is the complex g2 and B is its unit sphere, then the kernel is strictly positive definite 
of all orders if and only if the set {k -  l :  (k, l) C K ( f )}  contains infinitely many even and 
infinitely many odd integers [13]. Same conclusion when X = cq, q >_ 3. 
(v) If X is the real g2 and B is its unit sphere, then the kernel is strictly positive definite of 
all orders if and only if the set K( f )  contains infinitely many even and infinitely many 
odd integers [14]. Same conclusion when X = R m, m _> 3. 
The results we present in this paper refer to the case X = C. Some of them deal with strict 
positive definiteness of a fixed order while others will be of the same type of those listed above. 
We advise the reader that to characterize strict positive definiteness of a fixed order seems to be 
a much more complicated problem than that of all orders. 
In Section 2, we study strict positive definiteness on f~2 from a different point of view. We 
use the characterization of positive definiteness given in [15], to put the problem into a context, 
which we think is more appropriate. We discuss the expected connections between strict positive 
definiteness on f}2 and the standard concept of strict positive definiteness on S 1 (the unit circle 
in R 2) studied in [16-20]. We emphasize that S 1 can be seen as the unit circle in C with the 
inner product <z, w)' := cos(arg z -  arg w), in which the symbol arg z represents the sole argument 
of z lying in the interval [0, 27r). This indicates that the older strict positive definiteness can be 
seen as a particular case of the complex version we introduce here. We list various results giving 
separated necessary and sufficient conditions for the strict positive definiteness of the kernels. 
Finally, we reproduce (ii) above in a slightly different formulation, obtaining as a consequence 
a characterization of strict positive definiteness (of all orders) on S 1. In Section 3, we analyze 
the strict positive definiteness of kernels of the form (z,w) c B x B ~ f ( (z ,w})  c C when f is 
function matching the description given in (1.2) and B is either a thin subset of C symmetric 
with respect o 0 or an almost dense subset. Complete characterizations are obtained in at least 
two cases. We make the proper connections between our results and the corresponding result in 
the case B = C solved in [8]. 
2. STR ICT  POSIT IVE  
DEFIN ITE  KERNELS ON f~2 
If (z, w) E ft2 x f~2 H f ( z~)  is positive definite and f has representation (1.2) then 
aCE \k-- l=c~ / 
(2.1) 
in which 9 has the form 
g(z) = ~bk(g)? ,  Izl = 1, b~(g) ~ O, ~_bk(g) < ~.  (2.2) 
kEZ kEZ 
This is not a surprise at all because, according to Theorem 3.1 in [15], a continuous kernel 
(z,w) C f~2 × f~2 ~ g(zff~) is positive definite if and only if g has the above representation. 
Thus, in the case in which B = ft2, we analyze the proposed problem using this alternative 
representation for the function f. 
Let us link the problem to positive definiteness on S 1. Again, we refer the reader to [16-20] 
for acquaintance with this subject. Here, the inner product of R 2 is also written as (.,.). If 
(z,w) c S ~ × S 1 H h((z,w)) is positive definite, the function h must satisfy 
~-~ ct,~.h(cos(O u - Ou)) >_ O; (2.3) 
#,v=l 
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whenever n is a positive integer, the c~ are complex numbers and {0~, 02 , . . . ,  On} C [0, 27r). In 
particular, (z, w) C f~2 x f~2 H h(Re(z@)) is positive definite and we can write 
z) = b (tOz Izl = 1, 
kGZ 
In polar coordinates, this reads 
h(cos0)  = b (h)e 0 c R, 
kEZ 
bk(h) >_ O, ~-~ bk(h) < ec. (2.4) 
kEZ 
bk(h) > O, < (2.5) 
kEZ 
Since the above series defines an even function of 0, bk(h) = b-k(h), k E 7Z. Thus, we infer that  h 
is a real function having the form 
h(t) = ~ ak(h)Tk(t), -1  < t < 1, ak(h) >_ O, E ak(h) < 0% (2.6) 
kCZ+ kEZ+ 
in which Tk is the Tchebyshev polynomial (of first kind) of degree k. This characterization 
matches that of Schoenberg in [21]. Thus, it is quite clear that positive definiteness on S 1 can 
be seen as a part icular case of positive definiteness on ft2. 
Next, we look at strict positive definiteness on f~2. First,  we introduce a language similar to 
that already used for strict positive definiteness on S 1. For a positive definite kernel (z, w) C 
f~2 x f~2 ~ f(zff~) as in (2.2) and n distinct points zl,  z2 . . . ,  zn on ~t2, it holds 
k cuc ' f (zu2")= ~ ak( f )k  cuc~'(zuS")k' (2.7) 
tt,v=l kGKf tt,v=l 
in which Kf  = {k : ak(f) > 0}. Due to the nonnegative definiteness of the matrices ((z,2~)k), 
k c K f ,  the matr ix ( f (z ,5, ) )  is positive definite if and only if 
k k > 0 (2s) 
~W=I 
for some k C Kf. Thus, the strict positive definiteness of order n of the kernel depends upon the 
set Iff only and not on the actual values of the coefficients ak(f). This remark opens space for 
the following addit ional definition: a subset K of Z induces strict positive definiteness (SPD) of 
order n on f~2, if every positive definite kernel (z, w) E ft2 x f12 ~ f(z@), for which K f  = K,  is 
strictly positive definite of order n on f~2. 
It is now clear that given f as in (1.2), the kernel (z, w) G ft2 x f12 ~ f(z@) is str ict ly positive 
definite of all orders if and only if {k- l :  (k, l) E K( f )}  induces SPD of all orders on ft2. Thus the 
understanding of the concept we have introduced in the previous paragraph solves the problem 
we initially proposed in the case B = ft2. 
The real version of the above definitions can be found implicit ly in [17,19] and explicitly in [20]. 
Separated necessary and sufficient conditions for the induction of SPD on S 1 are to be found in 
these references and [16,18]. The results in this section will confirm that  SPD on S 1 corresponds 
to SPD on f~ of sets that are symmetric with respect o 0. 
A basic formulation of SPD on f12 is presented in Lemma 2.1 below. A similar result for S 1 
requires real coefficients in (ii) (see [17,19,20]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a subset of 25 and n a positive integer. The following assertions are 
eq uivalent" 
(i) K induces SPD of order n on ft2; 
(ii) there exists no nonzero function of the form 
Z ~ k ClxeiO'~z' Cl, C2,. . . ,  C~ E C, (2.9) 
p=l  
where 01,02, . . . ,  0,~ are distinct points in [0, 27r), that vanishes on K.  
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PROOF. Let (z, w) • f~2 x ft2 s-~ jt'(z@) be a positive definite kernel such that K/= K. Writing 
z, = exp(i0~), 0, • [0, 2¢r), equation (2.7) becomes 
/~,v= 1
n 2 
. ,u=l  kEK! kEK; Ip.=l I 
The rest follows. I 
In Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 below we compare SPD on S 1 with SPD on f~2- 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a subset of Z+. The following are equivalent. 
(i) The set {k : ]k] • K} induces SPD of order n on f~2; 
(ii) K induces SPD of order n on S 1. 
PROOF. Write K'  := {k : ]k I • K} and let 01,02 . . . .  ,On be distinct points in [0,2~r). 
Cl, c2, • • •, an are real numbers and 
If 
~c,e  i°"k = O, k • K, (2.11) 
.=1  
then 
~2~ c~ei°-k = 0, k • K'. (2.12) 
/~=1 
Hence, if K '  induces SPD of order n on f~2, Lemma 2.1 forces all the c~ to be zero. Thus, 
(i) implies (ii). Conversely, if dl, d2,. . . ,  dn are complex numbers and 
n 
E dt'ei°~k = O, k • K' ,  (2.13) 
p---1 
then, the symmetric nature of K'  allows us to conclude that 
n 
, ,~ d~v e *°,'u =0,  k•  K'. (2.14) 
.=1 
Thus, 
Ill particular, 
n 
(Re dr, ) e i°"k = E (Im d,) e i°'k = 0, 
.=1  .=1 
~-2~ (Re d,,) e i°"k = ~ (Imd,) e i°.k = O, 
~----1 D=I 
If K induces SPD of order n on S 1, the above relations yield 
k • K'. (2.15) 
k E K. (2.16) 
Red, = Imd u =0,  #= 1,2 . . . . .  n, (2.17) 
whence all the d~ are zero. By Lemma 2.1, K'  induces SPD of order n on ft2. I 
COROLLARY 2.3. Ha  subset K of Z induces SPD of order n on f~2 then so does the set {Ik] : 
k E K} on S I. The converse is true whenever K is symmetric in the sense that K = { -k  : 
keg}. 
To see that the converse of Corollary 2.3 is not true in general consider the set K = {-  1,0, 1, 2}. 
Being of cardinality four, it does not induce SPD of order five on f~2 (see Theorem 2.7). However, 
{]k]: k • K} = {0, 1,2} induces SPD of order five on S 1 by Theorem 1 in [18]. 
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Theorem 2.4 below establishes the invariance of SPD on f~2 by integer translations. The reader 
is advised that a similar invariance property does not hold for SPD on S 1 because translation 
invariance does not preserve symmetry. We return to this later. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let K be a subset of Z, n a positive integer and l an integer. These properties 
are equivalent: 
(i) K induces SPD of order n on f~2; 
(ii) K + l := {k + l : k E K}  induces SPD of order n on f~2. 
PRoof .  Let 0~, 02,..., 0~ be distinct points in [0, 27r) and c~, c2, . . . ,  c~ complex numbers. If (i) 
holds and 
~ %e i°"(k+l) = O, k E K, (2.18) 
#=1 
then Lemma 2.1 implies that cuexp(iOt,1 ) = 0, # = 1,2, . . .  ,n. It is now clear that cl = c2 = 
. . . .  c~ = 0. Thus, K + l induces SPD of order n on f~2 by Lemma 2.1. If (ii) holds and 
~-~ cue i°"k = O, k E K, (2.19) 
t t= l  
then 
~ ct, e-i°"% i°"(k+O = O, k E K. (2.20) 
~t=l  
Applying Lemma 2.1 once again, we conclude that c, exp( iO, l) = 0, # = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n, that is, 
c 1 = C 2 ~ . . .  - -  c n = O. | 
Likewise, a reflection with respect o 0 does not alter the SPD of the set oil f~2. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let K be a subset of Z and n a positive integer. The K induces SPD of order n 
on ~22 if and only i f -K  := {-k  : k E K}  does. 
Next, we identify sets that induce SPD of order 2 on ~22. The proof is an extension of that 
for S 1. The result indicates how complicated it can be to exhibit an easy-to-check condition 
characterizing SPD of order n _> 3 on ft2 and on S "1. 
THEOREM 2.6. A subset K of Z induces SPD of order two on f~2 if and oniy if the difference set 
{k - l : k, 1 E K}  possesses a relatively prime subset. 
PROOF. The proof is an adaptation of arguments already used in [18,22,23]. Invoking the deft- 
nition of SPD of order two it is readily seen that K induces SPD of order two on ft2 if and only 
if 
f(1) 2 - f ( z ) f (g )  > O, z E t22 \ {1}, (2.21) 
whenever (z,w) E f~2 x f~a ~ f(z@) is a positive definite kernel with Kf  = K.  But, this is 
equivalent to the condition 
E ak( f )a l ( f )  (1 - z k-l) > 0, 
k , lEK  
k¢ l  
z ~2 \ {1}, (2.22) 
that is, to the requirement that the system 
zm=l ,  .~ e {k -z  : k,z ~ K}\{0} ,  (2.23) 
have no solution in f~2 \ {1}. This last assertion is equivalent to {k l : h,l E K} having a 
relatively prime subset. | 
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Theorem 2.7 below contains a necessary condition for the induction of SPD on ~2 and extends 
results in [23,24]. The procedure used in the proof is not new. It appeared previously in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 in [23]. An alternative proof can be elaborated via arguments used in the 
proof of Lemma 12 in [16]. A close procedure can be found in [24], where a version of a similar 
theorem for S 1 is proved. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let K be a subset o re  and n a positive integer. In order that K induce SPD of 
order n on f~2 it is necessary that it have a nonempty intersection with the arithmetic progressions 
nZ+j ,  j =O, 1 , . . . ,n -1 .  
PROOS. We assume that K induces SPD of order n on {29 and that KN(nZ+j )  = 0, for somej  in 
the set {0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1}, and reach a contradiction. The complex numbers e u = exp(- i27rtt j /n) ,  
# = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, are certainly not zero. Since k -  j is not a multiple of n when k E K, we have 
that 
rt tz 
E cuei2rruk/n =- E ei27r#(k-J)/n ----- ei27r(k-j)/n e i2zr (k - - J )  - -  1 
e i27r(k-j)/n -- 1 
¢*=1 ~:1  
= 0, k c K, (2.24) 
in contradiction with Lemma 2.1. | 
As an example, we use Theorem 2.7 to illustrate further the translation invariance phenomenon 
explained in Theorem 2.4. We show that {0, 1} is the only set of cardinality two that induces 
SPD of order three on S 1. Due to Theorem 2.7, the sets {-2 ,0 ,  2}, {-3,  0, 3}, and {-2,  -1 ,  1,2} 
do not induce SPD of order three on ft2. Thus, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, and {1, 2} do not induce SPD of 
order three on S 1. To see that a set K of the form {~,/3}, a +/3 _> 4, does not induce SPD of 
order three on S 1, consider f ( t )  := T~(t) + T~(t) and the points 
xj = (cos(j - 1)0, sin(j - 1)0), 
27r  
j = 1, 2, 3, 0 - ° - - - - -7 ,  (2.25) )p( c~ + 
on S 1. These points are obviously different from each other and 
( f(1) f(cos 0) 
( f (x l ,  . x~) )= / f(cos0) f(1) 
\ f(cos20) f(cosO) 
f(cos 20) 
f(cos 0 
f(1) 
. (2.26) 
The determinant of the above matrix is 
2(2 - / (oos  20)) [2 +/ (cos  20) - f (eos  o) 2] (2.27) 
Since cos jc~O = cos j/30, j = 1,2, the expression inside brackets vanishes. Therefore, the matrix 
is singular. 
After analyzing the previous paragraph, we are inclined to conjecture that there is just one set 
of cardinality In/2] + 1 that induces SPD of order rz on S 1, namely, {0, 1 , . . . ,  [n/2]}. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let K be as in Theorem 2.7. I lK  induces SPD of all orders on f~2 then it 
intersects every arithmetic progression in Z. 
Here is a nice refinement of Corollary 2.8. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let K be a subset of Z. In order that K induce SPD of a11 orders on ft2 it is 
necessary that it have an infinite intersection with every arithmetic progression in Z. 
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PROOF. Suppose that K induces SPD of all orders on ~22. Due to Theorem 2.7, K has a nonempty 
intersection with every arithmetic progression in 7/,. Next, we assume that K N (nZ + j )  is 
finite for some n >_ 1 and some j < n and reach a contradiction. Let k l , k2 , . . . , k l  be the 
elements of K N (nZ + j )  and define rn := max{Ik, l : # = 1 ,2 , . . . , I} .  If rn > 0, pick an integer 
k = 4nm, p + 2nrn + j in K N (4nine + 2nrn + j).  In particular, k belongs to K A (nZ + j). If 
p>0,  thenk>_2nrn+j>rn .  I fp<0,  then 
k <_ -4nm + 2nm + j < -2rnn + n <_ -2rnn + rnn = - rnn  _< -m.  (2.28) 
In both cases, we have a contradiction to the definition of m. If rn = 0, we pick an integer 
k = 4 'n2p+2n 2 + j  in 4n2Z+2n 2 +j .  I fp  > 0, then k >_ 2'n 2+j  > 0 = rn. I fp  < 0, then 
k _ -4n  2 + 2n 2 + j = -2n  2 + j < -2n  2 + n < 0 = m. Once again, we have a contradiction to 
the definition of m. | 
In the results below, we analyze special point distributions on f~2 regarding the positivity of 
the quadratic form (2.7). They may be interpreted as results about the strict positive definiteness 
of kernels on subsets of ft2. The first one explains, in a certain manner, how far the condition 
in Theorem 2.7 is from being sufficient for the induction of SPD of order n on f~2. A particular 
case of this result appeared in [24]. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let rn and n be positive integers with rn >__ n. Let K be a subset of Z such 
that K A (mE +j )  ~ ~, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  rz - 1. IfO], 02, . . . ,  O~ are distinct points in [0, 2~r) such that 
n {r + mO~ : # = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} C 27rQ for some r in R and L(z) := Y~.~=~ c, exp(iO, z) annihilates K,  
then L is identically zero. 
PROOF. Use the hypothesis on K to select integers rnaj + j in / (  N (ran + j),  j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
If L annihilates K then 
-~c,e i ° . ( '~+j )  = 0, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n 1. (2.29) 
iz=l 
The hypothesis on the 0~ allows us to reduce (2.29) to 
r~ 
e-irc~j E ct~eiO'J = 0, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n 1. (2.30) 
~=1 
Since the matrix of this system is Vandermonde-like associated to the distinct points exp(i0,), 
# = 0, 1, . . .  ,n  - 1, all the scalars c, must be zero. I 
Hereafter, we use the following equivalence r lation on [0, 27r): 
0 -¢  
0 ~ ¢ if and only if ~ E Q. (2.31) 
The equivalence class of an element 0 of [0, 27r) is written as [[0]]. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let K be a subset of Z containing an arithmetic progression of length at least m, 
0~, 02, . . . ,  0~ distinct points in [0, 27r) and L as in Theorem 2.10. Assume that the classes [[0,]], 
# = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~, are pairwise distinct. If L annihilates K then L is identically zero. 
PaooF.  Let p + q{0, 1 , . . . ,  1 - 1} be the arithmetic progression of length I _> n contained in K. 
The condition L(p + qj) = 0, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r~ - 1, produces the system 
#:1  t t=l  
Since the classes [[0,]], # = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, are pairwise distinct, we have that {q(O, - 0~): # ¢ ~,} 
27rE, whence e i°~*q ¢ e i°~q, # ¢ lJ. Once again, the matrix of the system is Vandermonde-like 
associated to distinct points. Hence, we conclude that all the c~ must be zero. | 
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Theorem 2.12 presents a sole sufficient condition for the induction of SPD of all orders on [12. 
As we shall see, the condition is too strong. We decided to keep it here because it describes 
techniques that may be useful in the determination of SPD of a fixed order on ~2. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let K be a subset of Z satisfying the following condition: for every positive 
integer n and every j in {0, 1 , . . . ,  m-  1 }, the set K 73 (mZ +j )  contains an arithmetic progression 
of length m. Then K induces SPD of all orders on ft2. 
Paoo~.  Let 0 t ,02 , . . . ,G  be distinct points in [0,27r) and suppose that the functional L, as 
defined in Theorem 2.10, annihilates K.  We show that L = 0 analyzes two distinct cases. First 
assume that all the 0, belong to a same equivalence class. Without  loss of generality we can 
assume that  0~ < 02 < " < 0n and that 0, E [[0J], # = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Then, we can write 
Or, = 0 i + 27rq~,, q~, E Q c~ [0, 1), # = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, (2.33) 
with the qu pairwise distinct. The functional L takes the form 
( " ] L(z) =e  i01z Cl+ Ecuei27rq"z : :e i° lZL l (z ) .  
~t=2 / 
(2.a4) 
Obviously, L(z) = 0 if and only if L l (z)  = 0. Since the q~ are rational, there is a positive integer 
m > n such that {rnq~ : # = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  C 7/.. Since K A (mZ + j )  7! i~, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,n  - 1, 
Theorem 2.10 is applicable. Thus, L1 = L = 0. 
Next, we assume that the 0us generate at least two different equivalence classes. After reorder- 
ing the 0us if necessary, we can write 
l 
{01,02  . . . .  , G} = U [[G]]', i <l  < n, (2.35) 
S=I  
in which [[0s]]' c [[0s]], s = 1, 2 , . . , ,  I. Also ,  we  can write 
[[0~]]' = {G + 27rqs,, : / /=  1, 2 , . . . , / / s} ,  qs,~ E Q 73 [0, 1), s : 1, 2 , . . . ,  l, (2.36) 
in which us is the cardinal ity of [[0s]]'. We observe that,  for each s E {1, 2 , . . . ,1} ,  the rational 
numbers qs,,, // = 1, 2 , . . . ,  us are pairwise distinct. Renaming the c,  according to the double- 
index notation in (2.36), the functional L takes the form 
L(z) : E . . . . .  ] s=i = s,. ] e ' ° ' ` .  (2.37) 
s : l  
To proceed, let us choose an integer r/ _> 1 + max{l,//1, P2,. • • , / / l}  such that r/qs,. E Z, u = 
1,2 . . . . .  us, s = 1 ,2 , . . . , l .  Next, f i x j  E {0 ,1 , . . . , r l -1} .  Due to our hypothesis on K,  the 
set K N (r/g + j )  contains an arithmetic progression of length r/. The inner sums in (2.37) 
remain fixed when z runs over ,Z  + j .  In particular, the same is true when z runs over that 
arithmetic progression. Denoting the arithmetic progression byp+q{0,  1 , . . . ,  ~-1} ,  the condition 
L(p + q#) = 0, # = 0, 1 , . . . , r / -  1, reduces (2.37) to 
c j  e'o,p<O,q)"=O, 
s=l  ku=l  / 
= o, 1 , . . . , ,  - 1. (2.3s) 
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Since the 0us appearing in (2.38) are from different equivalence classes, the same strategy used 
in the proof of Theorem 2.11 holds, that is, e iO,'q ~k ei°.q iz 7[= I]. In addition, we conclude that 
E Cs't'ei2rrq~'"J = O, S = 1, 2 , . . . ,  1. (2.39) 
t J= l  
Since j was arbitrary in {0 ,1 , . . . , r ]  - 1}, (2.39) holds for all j s  in this set. For a fixed s, 
equation (2.36) implies that qs,u - q,,~ ~ Z, # # u. Hence, each system 
t] s 
E Cs,vei27rqs'uJ = O, j = O, 1, . . . ,  / i s ,  (2 .40)  
v '= l  
is Vandermonde-like associated to distinct points. Thus, all the e~,u vanish and L = 0. | 
EXAMPLE 2.13. If F C Z is finite then Z \ F induces SPD on ~2. 
We close the section showing that the condition presented in Corol lary 2.8 is in fact sufficient for 
the induction of SPD on f/2. The proof depends on the comments we have made at the beginning 
of this section and from results proved in [8]. We include a detailed proof for completeness and 
also because the formulation we present is slightly different from that  one obtains from [8]. The 
following result from number theory, the classical Skolem-Mahler-Lech t eorem, is needed. 
LEMMA 2.14. If {ak}kcZ is a recurrence sequence of order at least two then the set {k : ak = 0} 
is the union of a finite (possibly empty) set and a finite number (possibly zero) of arithmetic 
progressions. 
PROOF. See [25,26]. | 
THEOREM 2.15. A subset K of Z induces SPD of all orders on f~2 if and only i f  it intersects 
every arithmetic progression in Z. 
PROOF. Necessity is in Corollary 2.8. To prove the sufficiency, fix n _> 2, let 01,02, . . .  ,0~ be 
n 
distinct points in [0, 2re) and let Cl, c2 , . . . ,  cn be complex numbers such that ~,=1 Ic.I > 0. We 
will show that,  under the condition on K in the statement of the theorem, there is at least one 
n k E K such that ~=l  c, exp(iO, k) 7k O. Let 
n 
ak := E c"ei°"k' k E 25. (2.41) 
t*=l  
Since {ak}k~z is a recurrence sequence of order n (see [26, p. 699]), Lemma 2.14 is applicable, 
that is, {k E Z : ak = 0} is the union of a finite set and a finite number of ar ithmetic progressions. 
Since {k E g : ak = 0} # Z, if K C {k E Z : ak = 0}, then K would not intersect all ar ithmetic 
progressions in Z, in contradiction with our assumption on K.  Therefore, K n {k E Z : ak ¢ 
0}#0. | 
Since SPD on S 1 can be seen as a part icular case of SPD on f~2, SPD of all orders on S 1 can 
also be characterized. Details are left to the reader. We observe that  alternative Condition (iii) 
below" first appeared in [16]. 
COROLLARY 2.16. The following assertions for a subset K of Z+ axe equivalent: 
(i) K induces SPD of all orders on $1; 
(ii) KN(nZ+ +j )  ¢;0, j =0 ,1  . . . .  ,n - l ,n= 1,2 . . . .  ; 
(iii) K rl ((hE+ +j )  U (nZ+ - j ) )  ¢ fl, j = 0, 1 . . . .  ,[n/2], n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
Similar characterizations for SPD of fixed order n _> 3 are not known yet. We close the section 
reminding the reader that results characterizing SPD of all orders on higher dimensional spheres 
can be found in [13,27]. Addit ional information on SPD on complex spheres is available in [28]. 
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3. STR ICTLY  POSIT IVE  DEF IN ITE  
KERNELS ON OTHER SUBSETS OF  C 
In this section we intend to work with subsets B of C, B ~ ~22. The pr imary idea here is to 
adapt and refine some of the results in [12], extending them to the complex setting as far as we 
can .  
We observe that some of the results we  present here can be put  into a more  general context. 
Indeed, one may consider absolutely convergent series of the fo rm 
oo 
f (z )  = E akj(f)~okj(z),  z e C, (3.1) 
k=0 /=0 
where {pk,t} is a complex polynomial of degree k in the variable z c C and of degree l in 2, 
fulfilling one or both conditions below: 
(i) ~k,t is even when k + l is even and it is odd otherwise; 
(ii) for each pair (k,l), the kernel (z,w) E B x B H ~k,z(zff~) is well defined and positive 
definite. 
We begin with the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let B C C and f a function as in (1.2). I f  (z ,w) C B x B ~ f(z@) is strictly 
positive definite of any order and 0 C B, then ao,o(f) > O. 
PROOF. If f is str ict ly positive of order n and ao,o(f) = 0, then any set having the form {q  = 0, 
z2 , . . . , z~} will produce an n x n matr ix (f(zu2~)) having an empty row. Thus, the kernel 
(z, w) E B x B ~ f ( z~)  cannot be strictly positive definite. | 
We call a subset B of C symmetric whenever it is symmetric with respect o the origin of C. 
For a subset K of Z+ x Z+ we write 
Ke := {(k,l) E I ( :  k + l E 2Z+} (3.2) 
and 
Ko:={(k , l )  EK :k+lc  1+ 2Z+}. (3.3) 
In particular, for a function as in (1.2), we write Ko(f )  := K( f )o  and K~(f )  := K( f )~,  in which 
K( f )  := {(k , / ) :  a<l(f)  > 0}. 
The proof of our next result requires two elementary results on special matrices. We quote 
them below without proof but refer the reader to [29, p. 407] and [29, p. 458]. The first one is 
this: if G is the Gram matrix of a subset {zl, z2, • •., zk} of C q then the rank of G is the maxinmm 
number of independent vectors in the set. The second one is this: if A1 and A2 are nonnegative 
definite matrices of same size then the Schur product A1 o A2 of A1 and A2 has rank at most 
(rank A1) (rank A2). The symbol I KI will stand for the cardinal ity of the set K.  
LEMMA 3.2. Let f be as in (1.2). I lK ( f )  is finite and B is a subset of C with more than IK(f) I  
elements then (z, w) C B x B H f ( z~)  is not strictly positive definite of order bigger than IK(f)l. 
PROOF. Let Zl,Z2, .. . ,z,~ be distinct points in B where n > IK(f) l .  The Grmn matr ix (z,2~) 
has rank at most one. Hence, the same is true of the Schur product with #u-entry (z~2~)k(z ,~)  z. 
The lemma follows. | 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f be as in (1.2). If B C C is symmetric, B 7 k {0}, and either Ke( f )  or Ko( f )  
is empty, then (z, w) E B x B ~ f ( z  ff~) is not strictly positive definite of any order bigger than 
one.  
PROOF. We only prove the lemma in the case in which Ko( f )  is empty, the other case being 
similar. Take 2n distinct points z l , z2 , . . . , z2~ in B such that  zn+u = -z , ,  # = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
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Write A to denote the 2n x 2n matrix with #u entry f(z~2.~,) and for each # • {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, let 
v(#, # + n) be the vector in C 2~ having 1 as its #th component, --1 as its (# + n)  TM component, 
and 0 elsewhere. Since K( f )  -- K~(f), it follows that the ~th component of the vector Av(#, It+n) 
is precisely 
f ( z~, )  - f (z~lz~+n) = E ak,z(f) [(Z~Zu,)k(Z#2n) l -- ( - -1 )k+l (zns~)k(z~Sn)  l] = 0. (3.4) 
(k,l)cK~(f) 
Thus, A is singular because its rank is at most n. | 
The theorem still holds when B = {0} and K~(f) = ~. However, if B = {0}, Ko(f)  -- ~, and 
0 • K~(f), then the result fails. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f be as in (1.2). Assume that B C C is infinite and symmetric. If (z,w) • 
B x B ~ f ( z~)  is strictly positive definite of a11 orders then both sets K~(f) and Ko(f)  are 
infinite. 
PROOF. If Ko(f) is finite, pick n > 1 + IKo(f)l and take 2n distinct points Zl, Z2, . . .  , Z2n in B 
such that z,+~ = -z , ,  # = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Define 
Ao := E ak,l(f)(z"5~')k(z~'5")t (3.5) 
(k,l)eKo(f) 
and 
so that 
Ac : :  E akj ( f )  (zS~,) k (z~,5~,) l 
(k,l)EKe(f) 
(3.6) 
in which w,  := z,/z,~, # = 1,2, 
is an integer N(#) > 0 such that 
k- I  
Hence, there is an N > 0 such that 
E k - /  Ct~'W# W u 
w# <1 
£ 
<- ,  (k ,1 )•K ,  k+l_>N( i t ) .  (3.10) 
n 
., n. Since l imp~ w p = 0 when lw.l < 1, given e > 0, there 
<e,  (k ,1 )•K ,  k+l_>N.  (3.11) 
A := f (z,%,) = Ao + Ac. (3.7) 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 implies that the rank of Ao is less than n - 1. Lemma 3.3 reveals that 
the rank of A~ is at most n. Thus, A has rank at most 2n - 1. If K~(f) is finite, a similar 
development can be used to reach the same conclusion. | 
The first characterization f SPD on a subset of C we present requires a technical lemma. Its 
proof is a complexification of that of the main result in [12]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let {zl, z2, . . . ,z ,~} be a subset o fC  \ {0} and K a subset of Z+ x Z+. Assume 
that the following condition holds: if Iz.I  = Iz.I,  ~ # ~ then z,  = -z , .  I f  both Ke and Ko are 
infinite then the system 
= 0, (k, l) • K, (3.8) k C# Ztz Z# 
has a unique solution @1, c2,.. •, ca) • C ~. 
Paoo~.  Mult iply equation (3.8) by z~k(2',~) -z, in which z,~ has maximum modulus among all 
the z, .  The resulting equation has the form 
k-,  + ~ k-I =0,  (k,1) •K ,  (3.9) C# W,aWtt C#Wa'Wa 
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Looking at (3.9), we conclude that 
~,d= k -~ < e, (k,l) • K, k + l > N. CpW~W~ 
I 1 
Due to our hypothesis on the z, ,  the sum in (3.12) reduces to either 
(3.12) 
Ic. l < (k ,1 )•K ,  k+l>N,  (3.13) 
or  
Ic,~ + c,(--1)k+l I < C, (k, l) • K, k + l > N, (3.14) 
for some #. Due to our hypothesis on K,  we conclude that cm - 0 in the first case. As for the 
other, c,~ + c~ = cm - c# = 0, that  is, cm = cj, = 0. Now, we apply the same procedure to the 
sum resulting from (3.9) when we eliminate the c~ that are zero. After finitely many steps, we 
conclude that all the c,  are zero. | 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f be as in (1.2). Let B be an infinite and symmetr ic subset of C \ {0} 
satisfying the following condition: if z ,w  C B, z # w, and Izl = Iwl then z = -w.  Then, 
(z, w) • B x B ~-~ f(zff;) is strictly positive definite of all orders if and only if I(¢ ( f )  and Ko( f )  
are infinite. 
PROOF. Necessity was proved in Theorem 3.4. As for the sufficiency, fix n ~ 2, let zt, z2,.. -, z~ 
be distinct points in B, and consider the associated quadratic form 
Q := ~ cS ,  f ( z ,2 ,  ). (3.15) 
~,~'~ 1 
We show that if K¢( f )  and Ko(f )  are infinite, the condition Q = 0 implies e,  = 0, ~ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
To do that,  we first observe that 
n 2 
Q = E ak,l(f) E c,z,t:-tzu . (3.16) 
(k,1)EK(f) #=1 
Thus, if Q = 0 then 
= O, (k, l) C K ( f ) .  (3.17) k l CtL Ztt z# 
~=1 
Under the hypothesis of the theorem, Lemma 3.5 is applicable. It follows that all the c~ are 
zero. | 
Recalling Lemma 3.1, we have the following version of the previous theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let f be as in (1.2). Let B be an infinite and symmetr ic subset of C satisfying 
the following conditions: {0} C B and if z ,w • B \ {0}, z # w, and [zl = ]w I then z = -w.  
Then, (z,w) • B x B H f(zff;) is strictly positive definite of all orders if  and only if ao,o(f) > 0 
and both, K~(f) and/G(/), are  infinite. 
PROOF. Necessity follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4. As for the sufficiency, it is enough 
to prove that the matr ix ( f (z ,2~))  is positive definite whenever n _> 1, zl, z2 , . . . ,  zn are distinct 
points in B, and 0 is among the z, .  Once again we consider the associated quadratic form Q 
defined in (3.15). I fn  = 1, the condition ao,o(f) > 0 implies that Q = c l i f f (0 )  > 0, when cl 7 ~ 0. 
If n 7~ 1, we can set zl = 0. We assume that at least one cu is nonzero and prove that  Q > 0. If 
C1 ~--- O, then 
n 
Q = ~ c , ,Gf (z , ,G)  > O, (3.18) 
#,v--2 
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due to the previous theorem. If c l~  0, write 
Q = ~,,~,=1 ~ cucv [f(z~ 2,~) - f(0)] + f(0),~=~ c~, 2 
~=1 CIz 2 
,ct,~:2 
If c~, -- 0, # / 1, the second summand above is positive. Otherwise, the first one is positive due 
to the previous theorem. In any case, Q > 0. I 
From now on, we will try to establish a similar theorem for sets B intersecting circles in more 
than two points. We begin with a technical lemma, a generalization of Lemma 3.5. We use the 
following equivalence relation on a subset B of C: 
z ~ w if and only if Izl - -  Iwl. (3.19) 
The equivalence class of an element z of B is denoted by Iz]. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let B be a finite subset of C \ {0} and K a subset of Z+ x Z+. Assume that 
the following condition holds: if w E B and [wJ has at least two dements  then there exists a 
real numberr  such that { r+argz  : z E [w~} C 27rQ. / f{k - I  : (k, l)  E K}A(nZ+j )  • 0, 
j =O, 1 , . . . ,n -  l, n= l ,2 , . . ,  then the system 
Z czzk   = o, (k, l) c K, (3.2o) 
zcB 
has a unique solution (Cz)zeB. 
PROOF. We adapt the proof of Lemma 3.5 to the situation under consideration. We recall 
that the proof of Theorem 2.9 reveals that the condition {k - I : (k, l) E K} n (nZ + j )  ¢ (~, 
j - 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, n = 1, 2 , . . .  translates itself into the following one: every set {k - l : (k, l) E 
K} n (hE + j )  is infinite. Let w be an element of B having maximum modulus. Given e > 0, 
there is an integer N = N(e) such that 
eze*(argz-argw)(k-l) E zk 2l E " = c~-~-~7 <e, (k,l) EK ,  k+l>Y.  (3.21) 
~Er~j z el-,,,j 
If [wJ = {w}, the fact that  {k- I  : (k, l) E K} is infinite implies that  lev i  < ~. Since e is arbitrary, 
e~ - 0. If [wJ has cardinal ity m > 1, the hypothesis on K allows us to select a pair (k0,10) in K 
so that ]ko- /01 > m and {(k0-  10) (argz -  a rgw) :z  E [wJ} C 27rZ. For j E {0 ,1 , . . . ,m-1}  
fixed, the set {k - l :  (k, l) E K} N ((k0 - /0 )Z  + j )  contains infinitely many elements k - l such 
that k + l >_ N. On the other hand, for such an element, say (k0 - lo)a + j ,  we have that 
E Czei(arg . . . .  gw)((ko--lo)o~+j) : E Czei(argz--argw)j" (3.22) 
Thus, since the e in (3.21) is arbitrary, we conclude that 
E c~e~(~g . . . .  g~)J = O, j = O, 1 , . . . ,m-  1. (3.23) 
zc F~] 
The matr ix of this system is a Vandermonde corresponding to rn distinct points. Therefore, 
e~ = 0, z E Iwj. We now repeat this procedure to the sum resulting from (3.2o) when we 
eliminate these c~s that are 0. After finitely many steps, we conclude that all the c~s are zero. I 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let f be as  in (1.2) and B a subset of C \ {0}. Assume that the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) I f  w E B and [wJ has at least two elements then there exists a real number r such that 
{r+argz :zE  [w J}c27rQ.  
(ii) Given n >_ 1, B contains an equivalence class [wJ that includes n equally spaced points. 
Then, (z, w) E B x B ~ f ( z~)  is strictly positive definite of ali orders if and onIy if {k - I : 
(k, l) E K(f)} intersects every arithmetic progression in Z. 
PROOF. Sufficiency follows from the previous lemma. Necessity follows from the arguments used 
in the proof of Theorem 2.7. The points used there were equally distr ibuted over the sphere ft2. I 
EXAMPLE. The set B - {se i2~q : s C (0, oo), q E Q if? [0, 1]} satisfies the conditions required in 
the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let f be as in (1.2) and B be a subset of C. Assume that the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) If  w E B and [w] has at least two elements then there exists a real number r such that 
{r+argz :zE  [w J}c27rQ.  
(ii) Given n >_ 1, B contains an equivalence class [wJ that includes n equally spaced points. 
Then, (z,w) E B x B ~ f(zff~) is strictly positive definite of all orders if and only if ao,o(f) > 0 
and the set {k - t : (k,/) E K ( f )}  intersects every arithmetic progression in Z. 
Now, it is not surprising that the condition on K( f )  appearing in the previous theorems is 
necessary and sufficient for the strict positive definiteness of the kernel (z, w) E C x C ~ f(zff;). 
This was proved in [8] via Lemma 2.14. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let f be as in (1.2). Then (z,w) E C x C ~ f(z@) is strictly positive definite 
of all orders if and only if ao,o(I) > 0 and {k - l : (k, l)  E K ( f )}  intersects every arithmetic 
progression in Z. 
PROOF. Necessity follows from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.8. Needless to say that if (z, w) E 
C x C H f(z@) is strictly positive definite then the same is true of (z, w) E ft2 x f~2 ~ f(z@). 
For the other part, it suffices to recall Theorem 2.9 and to use the main result in [8]. l 
We close the paper by showing that,  if we make the condition in Theorem 3.11 a little bit 
stronger, then the use of Lemma 2.14 in the proof of the sufficiency can be avoided. Even being 
familiar, we keep all the details of the proof for the benefit of the reader. It remains open at this 
time whether or not a proof of Theorem 3.11 can be achieved without using Lemma 2.14. We 
also observe that Theorem 3.12 is an extension of Theorem 2.12. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let f be as in (1.2). I f  ao,o(f) > 0 and for every positive integer n, the sets 
(k 1 : (k, l) E K ( f )}  n ( r ig+j ) ,  j - 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, contain an arithmetic progression of length n, 
then (z, w) E C x C H f(z@) is strictly positive definite of a11 orders. 
PROOF. Let B be a finite subset of C \ {0}. Assuming the conditions in the statement of the 
theorem, we will show that the system 
c~zk5 ~ = O, (k, l) E K ( f ) ,  (3.24) 
zEB 
has just one solution. The procedure is the same used in other proofs in the paper. Let w be an 
element of B having maximum modulus. We break our analysis into two eases. If [wj = {w}, the 
procedure used in the proof of Lemma 3.5 can be repeated here. Indeed, the condition on K( f )  
in the statement of the theorem implies that K~(f)  and Ko( f )  are infinite. Thus, c~ = 0. If [wJ 
has at least two elements, we repeat the procedure used in the proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8. 
Given e > 0, there is an integer N = N(e) such that 
Z k z l ~ Cz~V <~, (k,1)~/((f),  k+l_>N. (a.25) 
z j 
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Writ ing z = Iwl ~°.,  z • [w J, in which 0~ • [0, 2~r), inequal i ty  (3.25) reduces itself  to 
z~-" Cze ~(°~-°~)(k-O < e, (k,l) • K ( f ) ,  k + 1 > N. (3.26) 
We now proceed analyz ing two subcases: if Oz • [[0~]], z • [w J, we can write 
O~ - 0~, 27rqz, qz C Q A (--1, 1), z • F~J, (3.27) 
and (3.26) becomes 
Cz ei2rrq~(k-l) < E, 
z j 
(k,l) c K ( f ) ,  k + l > N. (3.28) 
Next, we choose an integer m >_ I Fwjl + 1 such that  rnq~ E Z, z E [wJ. RecaI l ing our assumpt ion 
on K( f ) ,  we can refine our choice of m so that  the following addi t iona l  feature holds: for j • 
{0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1}, the set {k -  l :  (k, l )  E K ( f )}  c~ ( ran + j )  contains an element k -  l -- ma j  + j  
such that  k + l _> N. Return ing to (3.28), we obta in  
Czei27rq~j < ~, 
J 
j = O, 1 , . . . ,m-  1. (3.29) 
Since c was arb i t rary  and the whole procedure above was independent  of e, we conclude that  
~e~J  = o, j = o, 1, . . . ,  I FwJ i- (3.3o) 
Obviously, qz - q¢ • ( -2 ,  2), z, ¢ • rwj. If qz - q¢ = 0 then z = ¢ and if Iqz - q¢l = 1, then 
10z - 0¢1 = 2Tr. It follows that  q~ - q¢ ¢ Z, z, ~ E [wJ, z ¢ ~. In part icular ,  system (3.30) has 
just  one solution, that  is, c~ = 0, z E [wj. 
If not all the Oz belong to the class [[0~]], we can write 
{0z - 0w : z • [~ J}  = [[0s]]' - 0w, 1 < M < I g~J l ,  (3.31) 
in which [[0s]]' C [[0s]] and {[[0s]] : s = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M} are the dist inct  classes generated by argu- 
ments of elements in [wJ. In addit ion,  we write 
[[0~]]' = {0s + 27rqs,.: u = 1,2 . . . . .  us}, qs,. • Q M [0, 1), s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  (3.32) 
in which us is the card inal i ty  of [[0s]]'. We observe that ,  for each s E {1, 2 , . . . ,  M},  the rat ional  
numbers q . . . .  u = 1, 2 , . . . ,  us are pairwise dist inct.  Express ion (3.26) takes the form 
(k,l) cK( f ) ,  k+ l>_N.  (3.33) 
To proceed, we choose an integer r/ _> 1 + max{M, Pl,U2,...,UM} and such that  ~?qs,~, E Z, 
u = 1 ,2 , . . . ,us ,  s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M .  In view of our hypothesis  on K( f ) ,  we can assume that  ~l is 
large enough so that  the following condit ions are fulfilled: the sets {k - 1 : (k, l) E K}  C~ (~Z + j ) ,  
j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r / -  1, contain ar i thmet ic  progressions of length at least max{M,  ul, u2 , . . . ,  UL} and 
every element in these progressions comes from pairs (k , l )  for which k + l > N.  By delet ing 
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elements,  if necessary, we can denote these progressions by pj q-q j{0,  1 , . . .  , r  / - 1}. Return ing  
to (3.33), 
s=~(~=lc~#,ei2"q~."J) ei(°~-°~)(PJ+qJ') <e,  #, j  = 0 ,1 , . . . , r ] -  1. 
Since e was arbi t rary and the procedure does not depend on e, we conclude that  
(3.34) 
Cs,~,e i2rrq~,"j ei(°~-°~)PJei(°~-°~)qJ# =O, #=0,1 , . . . ,M ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . , r / -1 .  (3.35) 
s=l \u=l  / 
For every j C {0, 1 , . . .  ,~j - 1}, (0~ - O~)qj # (0~ - O~)qj when r 7~ s. Thus,  
~=1 / 
that  is, 
s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  j = 0 ,1 , . . . , r ] -  1, (3.36) 
t/s 
E cs,.ei2~q"'vJ = 0, s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,7 / -  1. 
u=l  
For a fixed s, qs,~, -qs,l, f[ Z, # ~ u. 
consequently, e~ = 0, z E [wJ. We now repeat  the procedure to another  z C B of max imum 
modulus,  after e l iminat ing the elements of [wJ from the sum in (3.24). After  f initely many  steps, 
we conclude that  all the Cz are zero. | 
(3.37) 
Thus,  es,~ = O, u = 1 ,2 , . . . ,u , ,  s = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  and, 
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